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 Maldoror T01 : Les Enfants de la Légende

MALDOROR
CHILDREN OF THE LEGEND
In the far reaches of a shaken Europe, while revolution 
grumbles, 5 youngsters are brought together by a strange 
threat. From Vienna to Odessa, from Kiev to the plains of 
Siberia, they are chased by the secret police and tracked 
by a cruel and tyrannical Ataman. Bound by friendship and 
a fate they don’t understand, they make their way to a lost 
kingdom… Maldoror. The first book in an enchanting trilogy, 
Maldoror is a great adventure tale with hints of the fantastic 
played to the rhythm of Slavic music.

9782080237736 | 370 pages | 15,3 x 22,7 cm | 16.90 €

Children's Books

Philippe Lechermeier
Charlotte Gastaut

A melody played on a violin. 
Then the pages of a book 
turn, a door opens.  
And the legend  
of Maldoror awakens…

www.flammarion-jeunesse.fr/
Sophie Baro : sbaro@flammarion.fr 
Carole Saudejaud : carole.saudejaud@flammarion.fr 
Hélène Clastres : helene.clastres@flammarion.fr

Flammarion Group is held by Madrigall, parent company  
of Gallimard. Established in France, Belgium, and Canada,  
its activities include publishing, diffusion, distribution,  
and bookshops. The Group’s rich editorial offer is published  
by famous imprints: Flammarion, Arthaud, Autrement,  
Mialet-Barrault, Champs, Pygmalion, Climats, J’ai lu…  
Viviane Hamy has been part of the Group since September 
2020. Flammarion is present in many sectors: literature, 
humanities and non-fiction, art, lifestyle, practical  
and illustrated books, atlases… 
Created in 1931, Flammarion Jeunesse Père Castor  
is one of France’s leading children’s books publishers,  
with over 2,000 titles in its catalogue. In addition to its famous 
“Histoires du Père Castor” collection, it also publishes books 
by artists such as Ronan Badel, Charlotte Gastaut,  
Benjamin Lacombe, Sébastien Pelon, Cassandra O'Donnell 
(650,000 copies sold), Adeline Ruel and Olivier Tallec  
(Big Wolf & Little Wolf, Batchelder Award).  
Its publications include books for toddlers, audio books, 
activity books, non-fiction titles, as well as early chapter  
books with series such as "My First Year of School"  
(over 2 million copies sold) and YA fiction.
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 La Terre entre nos mains :  
Mission Alpha - 200 jours dans l'espace 
et 300 vues de la Terre

THE EARTH  
IN OUR HANDS
MISSION ALPHA: 200 DAYS  
IN SPACE AND 300 VIEWS  
OF PLANET EARTH
Seas, rivers, islands, deserts, mountains, cities… From 
every angle during his second mission on the Internatio-
nal Space Station, highlighting Earth's fragility and the 
absolute necessity of protecting it, the astronaut Thomas 
Pesquet photographed our planet from every angle from 
the International Space Station. These spectacular and 
fascinating photos, brought together for the first time in 
book format, make us understand Earth’s fragility and 
the absolute necessity of protecting it. A vibrant homage 
to nature. A plea for a collective awareness in the face of 
climate. Royalties donated to donated to charity. Rights 
already sold in five languages.

9782080414137 | 416 pages | 23,1 x 27,8 cm | 39.00 €

 Marie Bonaparte-Sigmund Freud-
Correspondance intégrale

MARIE BONAPARTE-
SIGMUND FREUD-
UNPUBLISHED 
CORRESPONDENCE
In 1925, Marie Bonaparte meets Freud. Over the course 
of 14 years, they would exchange over 1,000 letters. 
Never-before-published, this lively and abundant corres-
pondence provides crucial information on the introduction 
of psychoanalysis in France, initiated by Marie Bonaparte, 
as well as Freud’s relationship with his patient. Very quickly, 
their relationship evolves, and the student becomes a 
confidant, and the master a friend. Critical approach by 
Rémy Amouroux.

9782080264572 | 1084 pages | 15,5 x 24 cm | 42.00 €

Science Technology Medicine

Thomas Pesquet

Take off with Mission Alpha: 
200 days in space and  
300 views of the Earth.

Humanities and Non Fiction

Marie Bonaparte
Sigmund Freud

Rémy Amouroux

The full correspondence 
between Marie Bonaparte 
and Sigmund Freud:  
an essential work in the 
history of psychoanalysis.
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